PROBLEM FORMULATION
The primary function of UCP is to totally curtail the generation costs in a stipulated time (i.e. one day) under specific constraints like spinning reserve, as its boundaries. Objective function of UC to be minimized is [9] . T  T  T  if  CSC   T  T  T  T  if  HSC  ST   ,  ,  , , ,
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LAGRANGIAN RELAXATION
Mitigation or tranquilizing of coupling constraints present in UCP is accomplished by LR, which is indeed realized through dual optimization method [9] . With respect to nonnegative λt and µt, whereas minimizing it with respect to other control variables in problem, that is
Equations (2) 
Since coupling constraints are excluded, thermal units can mitigate this term individually afterwards. Over the stipulated amount of time the best value for LR function is found out for every individual unit i.e, 
The solution to this equation is
The dual power is obtained
Three cases to check
Dynamic programming is employed to decide the optimal schedule of each unit over the scheduled horizon. More specifically, for each state in each hour, the on/off decision making is needed to select the lowest cost among them by conducting standard evaluation of the start-up cost and accumulated costs. The dual power calculated will be substituted in the new On/Off decision criterion.
This unit will be committed, if it does not violate the minimum downtime constraint
PROPOSED MODIFIED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION FOR LARGE SCALE UC PROBLEM
This ability of PSO to obtain optimal outcomes in n-dimensional search space with a good response rate, makes PSO stand unique globally. PSO concentrates on timely modifying velocities of particles so that they march towards their respective best P and best L values upon each time step. Whereas random numbers are fed as inputs for necessary acceleration towards attaining best P and best L values. best G (i.e global best) is best value of particle among total population implying to condition that all neighbour hoods are considered.
Implementation Of Particle Swarm Optimization And Differential Evolution Application To Large-Scale Unit Commitment Problem-020
In large scale problems due to its fast response characteristics, some particles tend to fly away from their vicinities which indeed causes stress on the optimizer in deciding either to bring back the particle or to neglect them. This entire process eventually contributes to increase in the calculation time to a large extent. So, this serious limitation of PSO for large scale system is surpassed by modifying the optimizer, by making it optimize initially, in a regular hypercube before it attains a feasible point. Then in our search space an optimal function "F" is assigned to quickly identify the target optimal value. For illustration, consider a "r" factored model in which we want to find out t-point optimal value. The entire procedure is put to an end after completion of certain user defined numbers of iterations. Finally, we obtain the required gbest  for large scale systems.
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PROPOSED MODIFIED DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION FOR LARGE SCALE UC PROBLEM
According to Price [13, 14] , the primary pros of DE include fast application and modification, simple and easy to implement, effective global optimization capability, parallel processing nature, self-referential mutation operation, ability to handle non differentiable, noisy, and/or time-dependent objective functions etc. Mutation, crossover and selection are the three operations involved in DE for obtaining an appropriate solution among a population set. In DE, candidate solutions are identified by vectors and set of vectors generate the population. The basic notation is to form new vector by means of the weighted difference between the two population vectors. These three vectors are chosen randomly. Then the fitness of the new vector is checked. If the fitness of the new vector is better than the previous two, then exchange takes place. Implementation of DE The implementation of DE can be illustrated in the following four steps: Now based on obtained fitness value either of the two cases are carried out, case a: deceleration factor is indulged if fitness is not up to the mark a (or) case b: acceleration factor is indulged if fitness is better than existing ones. These inputs are fed into mutation.
Initialization -
Mutation -A mutant vector, for each target vector
G i x is formed as:
Where k, l, and m are randomly chosen vectors {1, 2….}. Further k, l and m should be different so that N > 4 is required. The mutation factor F is an experimentally chosen parameter that is used to regulate the amplification of the difference between two individuals to escape search stagnation. A special modification to this mutation factor is discussed explicitly in upcoming theory.
Crossover -
After mutation, crossover is applied to the population. For each mutant vector, a trial vector is generated as follows:
Where r C is a crossover probability and it is fixed parameter used to create trial vectors at all generations, rand j a newly generated random value for each i.
Selection -
The selection procedure compares the trial vector 
In case of unsatisfied termination, this process is repeated again from mutation until there is a satisfactory outcome from the operation. But in some cases, especially for large scale problems, due to swift response abilities, DE may tend to drop regional optimums. We introduce a dynamic mutation factor in the solution algorithm for surpassing this limitation. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The test system containing ten power generating units and a time horizon of 24hours is taken from [9] . In PSO the population consists of 100 individuals where as in DE also the population is of 100 individuals. In lambda iteration, the tolerance is assigned to 0.0001. The fitness values of each and every individual are calculated by adding the fuel cost, the start-up cost and the penalty value. For every hour based on whether the start-up is cold start or a hot start, the appropriate cost is added to the total cost. Depending upon generation unit status, lambda iteration is used for their cost calculations. Under violation of user defined constraints such as spinning reserve requirement, t up and t down constraints etc. we employ the necessary penalty term.
All parameter values are calculated using the best settings formed as a result of a series of 10 runs. The fitness function is given below:
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CONCLUSIONS
The first suggested method exhibits good performance in solving the unit commitment problem when it is enclosed in a hypercube before attaining a non-feasible point for a large scale problem. In parallel to this, we solved the model with DE by adding a suitable dynamic mutation factor, for obtaining the optimal settings of Lagrangian multipliers. The method has been tested for hundred units with 24 hours' time horizon inclusive of constraints. Moreover, the test results of the suggested methods are verified with the various pre-existing methods. Hence, it could be concluded that the approach gives optimal commitment schedule of units in large scale for any given demand that satisfies the defined constraints as well as the demand with minimum cost. 
